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whose first language is Irish, will be taught through
that language. Forty years ago, when I was a boy,
to find an educated person studying Irish was as rare
as """to find one learning Chinese. Now, Irish is as
commonly studied in Catholic schools as French ; and
it is much better taught: at the public examinations
answering in French on papers of equivalent difficulty
is on the average much better than in Irish. That is
natural, because everywhere now there is easy access
to people who actually speak the tongue, and it is
taught as a tongue to be spoken. No one of sense will
assert that knowing Irish gives the key to a literature in
the least degree comparable to that of France. But it
has a value for Irish people which French has not;
it gives thft key to the meaning of place-names in the
country; it explains the innumerable peculiarities
of Anglo-Irish idiom; it makes Ireland better under-
stood and more interesting for the Irish learner. More
than that, few indeed of the students from Irish
secondary schools or universities come away in the
least degree able to speak French : a great many have
learnt really to speak Irish : and a second language
enormously quickens the mind in the task of learning
a third, finally, and perhaps chiefly, it helps to
develop the legitimate sense of national pride. It has,
in short, a very high cultural value.
Such arguments will always have weight with those
who direct education in the Irish Free State. Yet in
handling this question they will have great need of
statesmanship, if their main object be to succeed in
fusing all Irish elements into a coherent Irish nation :
and the most important thing in any culture is a
generous standard of justice. That standard would, I
think, forbid the attempt to make Irish indirectly
obligatory for promotion, in the service of the Irish
State, at all events until the " middle nation " has
come to join fully in the desire to revive its use.
As to making the language once again the usual
speech of Ireland, it is only necessary to point to the

